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SCC having a HOT time on June 26th at the
DETROIT CONEY DOG SHOW AND SHINE AND DINE
in Scottsdale
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SCOTTSDALE CORVETTE CLUB MISSION STATEMENT
To enhance the experience of Corvette ownership
through the support system and fellowship of its
members. This is achieved in an interactive social environment
of monthly meetings, activities, road tours and a newsletter.
This forum invites the sharing of experiences, knowledge
and fun, while creating an atmosphere that perpetuates
the leadership position of America’s only true sports car. All
that is asked of its members is professionalism, integrity, personal
ethics, and a love of the Corvette.
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SCC BIRTHDAYS!

Chris Mingie
Rollie Trayte
Mark Bales
Fran Harder
Howard Katz
Walter Juessen
Jim Gargano
Ed Luse
Tom Spera
Sherry Nelson

July 3
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July 16
July 22
July 23
July 24
July 25
July 25
July 31

Dorinne Dobson
Dan Noell
Suzy Poulter
Jim Voice
Michele West
Chuck Johnson
Mark Shaw
Mark Chulew
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NEW CRUISERS
Rob and Rhonda Deacon and their 2017 Torch Red Grand Sport Coupe
Howard and Sheryl Katz and their 2014 Yellow Coupe
Unfortunately, your editor received these new memberships to late to request
photographs and information from them for this issue. We hope to have
this information for the September-October issue.

WELCOME TO THE SCOTTSDALE CORVETTE CLUB!

Our Governor, Ed Luse, received the following email from Bob Johnson of Sonoran Desert
Corvettes Tucson (SDCT):
Please send this to your membership:
SDCT will be sponsoring an NCCC Sanctioned Event on September 17-18th. This
will be our 1st Trivia Run. The registration form and information is included on
the attachment below. I will be providing hints over the next few months as to
what information might be included in the trivia questions. Here is your 1st hint.
Who are the presidents for each of the clubs in the Roadrunner Region? See the
attachment for a list of club websites.
Thanks,
Bob Johnson
Ed. Note: The attachment referred to above is attached to the email sending you this newsletter.
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FROM THE DRIVER’S SEAT
By Mark Chulew
We are amidst a Scottsdale summer. Although many of us leave the Valley for cooler places,
for those who are staying, your Club still has events happening through July and August. Look
at SignUpGenius https://www.signupgenius.com/tabs/13576DB0FA5CFE8C7AB2-allactivities
and our 2021 calendar to see what is happening.
Looking back one year, we are now in a wonderfully different space. Gone are the masks and
most of the fear that came along with them. People are ready to get out and socialize. Your
Club has weathered Covid and is moving forward with a new dinner meeting location at Ancala
Country Club. Our inaugural in-person meeting will be held September 8th at 6:00 P.M., and it
will be a fun-packed event. This is one meeting you will not want to miss. Get ready to Laugh
Out Loud.
Your Board wants to make sure your Corvette Club experience is entertaining and educational.
We are making an extra effort to bring more relevant programming to every Dinner Meeting.
I guarantee you will enjoy and appreciate the programs planned for the rest or the year. Please
come to the Dinner Meetings. You will be glad you did.
When we get back together, you will notice several new members. Please introduce yourself
and make them feel at home. New members bring many talents to the Club. Our Club is regarded
as the premium Corvette club in the Valley. By bringing in fresh talent and ideas we assure the
Club will endure.
It has been my pleasure to guide us during the pandemic. I hope you liked the Zoom meetings
as much as I did. Here’s to a brighter future.
Mark Chulew, President
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
By Dorinne Dobson
Summer has arrived and for those of us still here in Arizona, it’s a time when we’re thinking
about heading north even if just for a few days of relief from the summer heat.
We’ve had some interesting mini activities in the past several months, most of which have been
photographed and written up in the newsletter.
At the event at the Detroit Coney Grill a couple of weeks ago, we met several couples who are
prospective members, including two couples who have joined the Club, as you will note in this
newsletter: Rob and Rhonda Deacon and Howard and Sheryl Katz. Unfortunately, I did not
receive notification of their memberships in time to request photos and stories on their
Corvette interests, so you can look forward to seeing and reading about these folks in the next
issue.
I don’t know about you, but I am really looking forward to our September membership meeting
- our first in-person meeting in a year and a half - a very long year and a half from my
perspective! Here’s hoping we have a great turnout for this meeting. I’m looking forward to
seeing everyone again, as I am sure we all are.
As always, I want to thank all of you who have contributed photographs, articles, matters of
interest to Corvette enthusiasts like us, and ideas to make this issue of our Club newsletter
the best it can be!
Until the next issue, Save the Wave!
Dorinne
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A great big THANK YOU to all who contributed articles, photographs and/or
other items of interest or information for this issue of the Newsletter! Those
who contributed to this issue are:
Mark Bales
Mark and Stacey Chulew
Jim Dobson
Fran and Ken Harder
Ed Luse
Terry Patricola
Suzy Poulter

Mike and Donna Reagan
Jerry Strimbu
Frank Tasnadi
Rollie Trayte
And
Former Member, Patrick Dennis

The SCC Store utilizes Lands'End because of its reputation for customer service
and the quality of their merchandise. The feedback from our membership has
been very positive, and we plan to continue to use this site as our Club store.
For new members only, you’ll need to create an account. You can do that by
clicking on the following url:
http://business.landsend.com/store/scottsdalecorvetteclub
Once there, go to the top of the page and click on MY ACCOUNT, and select
CREATE AN ACCOUNT. Complete the information, submit it, and that will be it
- and here’s the best part: You can immediately start to shop. Should you have
any issues, please contact Lands’End @ 1.800.587.15417 and they are available
weekdays 7 a.m. - 7 p.m. CST.
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MINI ACTIVITIES

Octane Raceway and Dinner at Famous 48
Story by Mark Chulew

Imagine a booming PA system…. SUNDAY…. FUNNY CARS…. UNION GROVE DRAG STRIP.
Well, not exactly, but Octane Raceway is a hoot. These electric Go-carts reach speeds up to 45
mph. In all, seven SCC Members challenged themselves to deliver the lowest time around the track.
Only one would be Champion. But I get ahead of myself.
Sunday, June 13, at 3:00 p.m., eight Members met at Octane Raceway. They were Al Banen and
Marsha Cohen, Wesley Trussell and Lisa Mayberry, Ken and Jean Mitchell, Walter Juessen and
Mark Chulew. Jean was in the cheering section. After a brief signup procedure, we headed to the
indoor/outdoor track where we were given a head sock and told to hangout while they cleared the
backlog of racers. While waiting, Walter and I went to the bar. Of course, we went to the bar. A
lot of strategy was discussed, and there was a suggestion of a handicap for those with more mass
than others. No names will be mentioned. This is the e-mail I received Monday morning (name
deleted):

HOWDY- nice day yesterday - in case you plan to inform the
"public" about the results - take note:
FIGHT WEIGHT WAS NOT PUT INTO PLACE!!!!
According to my recalculation, between Kenny and me - there
was a difference in weight of +/- 100 lbs. meaning: I won!
Needless to say, Ken Mitchell had the best time, followed by yours truly, and in third place by 2
seconds was Wesley Trussell. The other four members tried also but hey. After two races of ten
minutes each, we were drained and in need of nourishment, so off to Famous 48.
Famous 48 is an awesome restaurant located in Gainey Village. The food is tasty, a good value and
the service was perfect. Michele Juessen joined us for dinner. Everyone enjoyed their meal as we
chatted and watched the Suns sweep the Nuggets. Perfect finish to a fun day.
No photos were taken so believe what you will.
Mark Chulew
From Rollie Trayte:
Buy a C8 for only $20,000!
Click here to find out more.
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TWILIGHT ADVENTURE AT THE
SOUTHWEST WILDLIFE CONSERVATION CENTER
Story by Mark Chulew
Photos by Mark Bales and Stacey Chulew

On June 11th,, fifteen Scottsdale Corvette Club members traveled the dusty road south of Dynamite
to the Southwest Wildlife Conservation Center. Laura Becker set up the event but was unable to
attend because of an injury received in Hawaii. Who knew such an adventure was to await us right
here in the heart of north Scottsdale? We were promptly met by our guides who were a combination
of paid and volunteer members of the Center. They split us up into two groups for an intimate
viewing of the wildlife.

Group waiting for the tour

The wildlife consists of two groups: those that can be released back to nature and those who must
spend the rest of their life safe in captivity. The wildlife is limited to species native to Arizona. The
endangered Gray Wolf is an important project of the Conservatory. There are very few Gray Wolves
left in the Arizona-New Mexico-Mexico area. Some of the Gray Wolves at the Center have been
used for breeding. The Center relies on donations and does not receive government money.
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Luckily, Mark Bales was a member of this event and took some great pictures. We were allowed
to interact with wildlife which will never be released back into nature for one reason or another. The
biggest reason is if somebody decides to try to have a wild animal as a domesticated pet, it works
for a while but then you get problems. Checkout the mountain lions, bear, javelina, mule deer,
bobcats, and of course the giant tortoise who followed us around to be friendly.

Photos from top left:
Mountain lion
Top right, Heavenly the bear getting
some peanut butter
Center left, bobcat
Center right, mountain lions
Lower left, Goliath the
African turtle
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Fox

Unidentified

Although groups are limited in size, I hope we can come back soon, and more members will be
able to experience this jewel in the desert.
As the sun began to set, we headed towards our vehicles for a short ride to the Promenade at
Scottsdale Rd and Frank Lloyd Wright Boulevard for dinner at Coopers Hawk Winery. Everyone
remembered the restaurant as “that Mexican place.” Coopers Hawk Winery is new to Scottsdale
and is an upscale restaurant. Of course, at Walter's table they had contraptions to aerate the wine
for their discriminating taste buds. Whatever, it looked like a hookah with no hoses. Another first
for Scottsdale.
Members attending were, Mark and Kathy Bales, John and Glo Ketterl, Dick and Sue Kulczycki,
Chuck and Sandy Weschler, Walter and Michele Juessen, Jerry and Pam Strimbu, Mike Reagan,
and Mark and Stacey Chulew.
Mark Chulew

John, Glo, Stacey and Mark
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Kathy, Pam, Jerry, Walter and Michele

Chuck, Sandi, Sue and Dick

Mark and Kathy
Photo by Stacey Chulew because “Mark always takes the
pictures and is never in them!”
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MINI ACTIVITIES
Trip to Tonto Natural Bridge State Park
with Lunch at Old Country Inn in Pine, Arizona
Story by Mark Chulew
Photos by Mark Bales and Terry Patricola
This is going to be a beautiful day, I said to myself as I pulled into the Target parking lot at
8:15 a.m. after picking up an Egg McMuffin and large black coffee. One by one, Corvettes of
all shades appeared. In all there were ten Corvettes and 18 SCC Members. Everyone was
enjoying the wonderful Fountain Hills morning but we were anxious to get to cool country.
After a short orientation, we were off to Pine.
The road to Payson never disappoints. It affords us some of the best scenery that Arizona
has to offer. And to think, it is right in our back yard. We beat the Memorial Day Weekend
traffic to Payson. As it turned out, we were first in and first out. Winner!!
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First stop, Old Country Inn for wood fired pizza and salads. It was all so yummy, and the service
was awesome also. Most interesting pizza was the HAWAIIAN BBQ, which consisted of
mozzarella, wood-fire-roasted pork, fresh pineapple, barbeque sauce, sweet soy sauce,
cilantro-serrano, and pesto. Good conversations and cool breezes on the patio made it
picture-perfect. With full bellies, we headed to the parking lot.

From left around the table: Jerry, Manny, Dawn, Terry, Ed, Jan, Pam, Frank, Ron, Judy,
Kathy, Mark, Marsha and Al; And below at the other end of the table: Chuck and Sandi

Second stop, Tonto Natural Bridge State Park. Mark Bales was our Club Photographer. His
pictures tell the story. The natural travertine bridge is an awesome site viewed from the top or
from the bottom. Our group decided to stay on the top this time, a wise choice given how high
an altitude we were at and how much pizza was in our bellies.
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Tonto Natural Bridge
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Judy, Kathy and Mark

All I will say is my ride back to Scottsdale was much quicker than the ride up.
Attending Members were; Manny and Dawn Siprut, Mark and Kathy Bales, Frank and Pam Perno,
Steve and Terry Patricola, Ed Luse and Jan Kellogg, Chuck and Sandy Weschler, Ron and Judy
Myers, Al Banen and Marsha Cohen, Jerry Strimbu and Mark Chulew.
Mark
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MINI ACTIVITY
DETROIT CONEY DOG SHOW AND SHINE AND DINE
June 26, 2021
Photos by Mark Bales; remarks by Dorinne Dobson

It was a plenty hot day in Scottsdale, Arizona, on June 26th, and Jim and I ran into trouble on
the drive in from Wickenburg due to the closure of Loop 101 between 56th Street and Scottsdale
Road (which we should have known about in advance, but somehow did not!). So we kinda missed
the “show and shine” part of this event because by the time we got there, everyone had already
sought out the shade and the cool mists from the misters on the patio at the Detroit Coney
Grill. But as you will see, there were plenty of hot cars - that is to say, lots of gorgeous
Corvettes - to see parked all around the restaurant, as evidenced by Mark Bales’ excellent
photographs.
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Well, now you know we had plenty of Corvettes, and, of course, to go with all those beautiful
cars, we had a plethora of beautiful people - around sixty total, which is a record for the Club
in 2021, when we have kept things to small “mini events.” Here are a couple of photos of the
group. Following our social gathering, we had some scrumptious eats before calling it a day.
Thanks to Mike and Donna Reagan for coming up with the idea for this event and bringing it
off with such a fine showing.
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Final photo of the group at the Detroit Coney Grill

From former Club member Patrick Dennis, who says hi to everyone:
GM NOT EVEN CLOSE TO KEEPING UP WITH C8 DEMAND
You can read all about it here.
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VETTE VIXENS DINNER AT THE ITALIAN DAUGHTER
IN SCOTTSDALE ON JUNE 16, 2021
Photos by Suzy Poulter

Getting ready to enjoy dinner, which I understand was delicious, from left around the table are Fran, Terry,
Charlene, Judy, Christina, Judi, Michele, Evelyn, Sandi, Sue, Dorothy and Carol
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Scottsdale Corvette Club ~ October 8, 2022 7-night cruise
Revel in the beauty of Canada & New England on the new Enchanted Princess

SCC Cruise for a Cause –
For every 8 cabins booked into our group, Suzy will
donate to our charity Ronald McDonald House the
average value of one person’s cruise fare in our group.
Prices start at $999 per person, not including $230
per person taxes.
Realistically, our group is booking Deluxe Balconies
averaging $4700 per couple and MiniSuites averaging
$7100 per couple, for cruise, port taxes and insurance
AND include free beverage package, free WiFi and Free Tips. Airfare will be extra and determined at a later time.
This cruise group is open to ANYONE YOU WANT TO INVITE – Friends, Family, Neighbors, whomever to maximize
our charitable donation.

To Book, contact Suzy Poulter Suzy@SuzyCruisy.com or
call/text 925-200-8166 Have your Princess Captain’s Circle number handy if you have one/know it.
The deposit due at booking will vary, but expect it to be $500 per cabin, refundable until July, 2022, when the balance will be
due.
Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. Ship’s Registry Bermuda
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DISCLAIMER
The event(s) below are provided as general information for our SCC Members.
These are not SCC Club-Sponsored Events and may not be covered by NCCC
insurance.
Members should contact the organizers directly if interested.

Per Frank Tasnadi, Activities Director:
Scuderia Southwest has a meet-up car show on the first Saturday of the month,
7 to 10 a.m. on Market Street at DC Ranch, 20789 North Pima Road in Scottsdale.
It’s a great "car event."

CARS AND COFFEE AT HIGH STREET IN SCOTTSDALE
5415 East High Street
First Saturday of every month - 7:30-10 a.m.
Sponsored by Highline Auto
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SCC MEN!
SAVE THE DATE!
THIRD WEDNESDAY EACH MONTH!
POKER NIGHT!
WATCH YOUR EMAIL FOR DETAILS!

Don’t forget to wear your Club name tags!
With so many new members,
it helps us all get better acquainted!

SCC WOMEN!
SAVE THE DATE!
THE THIRD WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH
THE VETTE VIXENS MEET FOR COCKTAILS
AND DINNER DRIVE YOUR VETTE OR NOT
THE NEXT DINNER IS WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 18TH!
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

DON’T FORGET THE MEMBERS’
DRAWING AT THE MONTHLY DINNER
MEETINGS!
YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN.
THE PRIZE MONEY STARTS OUT AT
$25.00 AND INCREASES BY $25.00
EACH MONTH.
BE SURE TO BE THERE!
YOU MIGHT WIN!
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THUMBNAIL BOOK REVIEWS
By Dorinne Dobson

Look Again by Lisa Scottoline. I just read this for my book club’s May selection. It had me
on the edge of my seat a lot of the way through the book, laughing and crying and hoping and
praying that everything would turn out all right. Lisa Scottoline has a way with words that will
not disappoint you. Ellen Gleeson is the mother of a three-year-old adopted son, Will. She’s a
newspaper features reporter and one day happens to see a flyer entitled “Have You Seen This
Child?” with a photo of a boy whose resemblance to Will is startling. Ellen feels compelled to
look into the situation and the story takes off from there. You’ll be rooting for Ellen and Will
throughout the book. And believe me, the going gets pretty rough before the final resolution
is reached. I heartily recommend this book, even though I’m not going to give you a synopsis
of what happens. You’ll have to read it to find out for yourself.
The Forgotten Room by Karen White, Beatriz Williams and Lauren Willig. This is an
intriguing book written by three separate authors about three separate main characters taking
place in three time periods, the first being 1892-1893, the second 1920, and the third 1944.
The women protagonists are all related to each other, and each has a love affair that would
have been considered ill-advised at best during each time period. Actually in my own mind the
star of the story is the house in which it all takes place – a Gilded Age mansion built in 1891 for
the Pratt family in Manhattan’s Upper East Side with an unbelievably beautiful attic room at
the very top of the mansion with a domed glass ceiling and beautiful glass walls affording an
exceptional view of Manhattan. This is a book to savor, and I enjoyed every moment of reading
it. I hope you will enjoy it as well.
This is an excellent historical novel about an
The Girl from Berlin by Ronald H. Balson.
aspect of World War II that I had not heard a lot about. In the 1930’s in Germany and all over
Europe, all the large cities had professional orchestras and employed many Jewish musical
prodigies. When the Nazis starting purging the Jewish population, many of these musicians
were spared in the interest of preserving the integrity of the orchestras’ performances. Ada
Baumgarten was one of these prodigies. Her father was concertmaster of the Berlin
Philharmonic, and he taught Ada to play the violin, at which she excelled as a student, as well
as a professional musician. If you have read any of Ronald Balson’s books, you know he is a
master at delivering a profound and engaging story and holding your interest until the last note
of the story has been struck. There are two aspects of this novel – one told as Ada’s story of
her life, and the other taking place in 2017 when a large corporation is trying to take ownership
of an Italian vineyard away from Ada’s daughter. I can recommend this as a very enjoyable
book to read and learn about a slightly different aspect of the world in the 1930’s and 1940’s
during the buildup to and the time of the Second World War.
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Have You Seen Luis Velez? by Catherine Ryan Hyde. Raymond is a teenage boy who is falling
through the cracks. His parents divorced so now he lives with his mother and his stepfather
and three younger half-sisters, and spends every other weekend with his father whose wife
leaves when Raymond arrives. At school he has no friends. He feeds a stray cat and feels like
a loser. One day a blind woman who lives in his building cautiously asks him “Have you see Luis
Velez?” I really found this to be a profound story in that Raymond, who is shy but an excellent
student and a very smart young man, takes on the responsibility of walking Millie, his blind
elderly neighbor, to the bank and the store, and attempts to find out what happened to her
friend, Luis Velez, who kindly took Millie under his wing in the same manner until he suddenly
stopped coming around. This is not a long or complicated story, but one that will tug at your
heartstrings and give you faith in the resiliency of the human spirit.
These Tangled Vines by Julianne Maclean. If you love Tuscany and Italian wine with a little
romance thrown in, this might just be the book for you. The story is told in two different
storylines, one by Lillian Bell in 1986 and the other by her daughter, Fiona Bell, in 2017. You
will love the descriptions of Tuscany and the wines made at the Maurizio Winery. You may even
fall a little in love with Anton, the dashing Italian winemaker at Maurizio, who hires Lillian as a
guide for American tourists visiting the winery. There’s a little mystery, a little romance, some
sibling rivalry, all combining to make a very enjoyable reading experience.
Eight Hundred Grapes by Laura Dave. I couldn’t put this book down. This is the second book
I’ve read by Laura Dave, and I’ve put all of her books on my “to be read” list because she’s
definitely got a “way with words.” This story takes place in Sonoma County, California, and is
about a winemaker and his family. I loved the way the author based the story on the word
“synchronization” - both as it relates to the art of winemaking and as it relates to building a
life with the one you love. This even flows through to “desynchronization” – times when
everything in one’s love life goes wrong as well as to unforeseeable events such as weather,
temperatures, soil conditions, pests, all the things that can go wrong when growing grapes for
wine-making. I happen to like wine and wine tastings and learning about it – so the book had a
certain appeal to me, the wine lover. But even if you don’t love wine, there’s plenty of drama,
romance, a few surprises and riffs – in short, enough of everything you need to make you want
to keep reading a book till you’ve reached the very end.
This Tender Land by William Kent Krueger. OMG I loved this book! What a story of two
orphaned brothers in 1932 during the Depression, placed in a school for Native American orphans
in Minnesota because there was no other place to put two orphan boys at that time. From
canoeing down the Minnesota River, to the homeless villages along the way, to riding the rails
in empty boxcars, it reminded me of my childhood reading of Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn
and Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. The story is gripping and the telling of it is extraordinary.
If you have not already read this book, you are in for an adventure in middle America in the
early 1930’s.
The Magician by Colm Toibin. Another piece of historical fiction, this book is a fictional
biography of the prolific German author, Thomas Mann. Among Mann’s most well-known books
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are Buddenbrooks and The Magic Mountain, for which he was awarded the Nobel prize in
literature in 1929, and Death in Venice. Mann was born in 1875 in Lubeck, Germany. He began
his writing career as a young man, publishing his first short story in 1898. This book covers
most of Thomas Mann’s eighty years, and features his family life from the time he marries his
remarkable wife, Katia, through the births of their six children, and the European war years
of the First and Second World Wars, during which the Mann family lived in Switzerland, then
emigrated to the United States where they lived in New Jersey and California. The author
skillfully causes the reader to become fascinated with the Magician, as Mann’s children called
him initially because of tricks he played on them as kids, but the name stuck and they continued
to refer to him as the Magician throughout his life. This is a very enjoyable look at a famous
author’s life. I was fortunate to receive an Advance Reader’s Edition of the book which will
be released to the public on September 7, 2021.
Mistress of the Ritz by Melanie Benjamin. Another novel of World War II. Another historical
novel. You might say, oh, no, not again! But maybe not in this case because Melanie Benjamin
has written a very human story about the Nazi occupation of France during the Second World
War, and it all takes place at the elegant Ritz Hotel in Paris. Blanche, the protagonist, is a
beautiful blond American woman who aspires to be a movie actress and travels to Europe with
a friend and her current lover on the promise of a movie to be filmed in Egypt. On their stopover
in Paris, Blanche meets Claude Auzello, a suave Frenchman, the assistant manager of the Ritz
Hotel, who sweeps her off her feet, marries her, and upon his promotion, she becomes the
“Mistress of the Ritz.” Here again is another novel in which a building, the auspicious Ritz
Hotel, plays such an important role that even the author has described it as the third major
character in the novel. There is some humor in the characters, some romance in the story, and
a lot of history in the circumstances in which the story takes place. I enjoyed reading this
book and hope you too will enjoy reading it.
Happy reading!
Dorinne

From Patrick Dennis and Chevrolet Media Services:
CHEVROLET INTRODUCES SPECIAL EDITION
2022 CORVETTE STINGRAY
Read all about it here.
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